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CCC Policy Initiative Objectives

• Support and build the commissioning industry infrastructure
• Expand Title 24 standards
• Support RCx program continuation
• Make RCx a sustainable EE strategy while maintaining general Cx goals
Building Standards and Cx Infrastructure

- Expand 2011 Title 24 Standards
  - Add Metering Requirements
  - Optimize New Acceptance Tests

- Continue Building Cx Infrastructure
  - Improve Compliance with Acceptance Test Requirements
  - Document and Distribute Tools & Information
  - Expand Existing Curriculum, Training, and Outreach

Near-Term Program Support

- Support standardized calculations in project submittals and utility filings
- Support improved measure life estimates.
- Encourage techniques to increase savings persistence.
- Agree upon and support data requirements for common measures
Longer-Range Program Goals

- Introduce common metrics and benchmarks for systems based approach to building functioning

- Provide research and projects that demonstrate value of systems approach

- Promulgate lessons from buildings with integrated EE and DR projects and differentiated cost and savings